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Our Story1.
Embark on a journey with SHAMANA Sourcing – a tale of
evolution, expertise, and excellence.

In 2011, our story began as China Inter-Trade Alliance Co., Ltd.,
nestled in the vibrant trade hub of Hong Kong. A vision unfolded,
and by 2017, we ventured into mainland China as DONGGUAN
SHAMANA Trade Co., Ltd. It marked the next chapter in our pursuit
of becoming more than a trading company; we aimed to be project
integrators.

Our journey has taken us through diverse industrial landscapes –
from electronics and industrial displays to oil and gas drilling,
industrial designing to small house appliances. We've delved into
the intricacies of production lines, machinery, moulding, casting,
aluminium extrusions, injection projects, power transformers, and
even the soothing realms of bath and spa parts. The canvas of our
expertise is vast, reflecting our transformation into a real integrator
of projects.

Amidst this journey, we crafted brands that echo our commitment – HOROMA Tech Displays and technetchina.
These brands, adorned with international trademarks, signify not just products but a promise of quality and
innovation.

Our commitment to quality is further underscored by our ISO 9001 certification and a collection of CE certificates,
ensuring that our offerings meet European standards for safety and performance.

But our story extends beyond certificates and brands. It's woven into the fabric of our team – an interdisciplinary
multicultural ensemble. This team, adept in every facet from sourcing to design, sales to logistics, is the backbone of
SHAMANA Sourcing.

Adding to this narrative is our physical presence – an office building and warehouse, a space totaling 700 m2. This
tangible commitment to infrastructure ensures that we have the capacity to meet your needs with efficiency and
reliability.

As the chapters of our story unfold, we continuously invest in digital tools, bringing cutting-edge technology into our
operations. This investment isn't just about growth; it's about speed and safety for you, our esteemed clients.

In every chapter, from our humble beginnings to the advanced integrator we are today, SHAMANA Sourcing
remains dedicated to shaping a story of unparalleled service and innovation. Join us, and let's script the next
chapter together.

Our Certificates

 
The CE marking may only be used if all relevant and effective EC directives are complied with. 

Shenzhen Alpha Product Testing Co., Ltd. 
Building i, No.2, Lixin Road, Fuyong Street, Bao'an District,518103, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, P.R. China 
Website: http://www.a-lab.cn Email: service@a-lab.cn 

 

Registration No.: A2203134-C01-E01 

Report No. : A2203134-C01-R01 

Applicant : Dongguan Shamana Trade Co., Ltd. 
Address : Room 101, Building 113, Yonghua New Village, 43 Shilong Yuxing 
Road, Shilong Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province 

EC-Representative : / 
Address : / 

Product : touch screen 

Model No. : ST-104044 

The submitted products have been tested by us with the listed standards and found in compliance 
with the following European Directives: 
The EMC Directive 2014/30/EU 

EN 55032:2015+A11:2020 
EN 55035:2017+A11:2020 

The test results apply only to the particular sample tested and to the specific tests carried out. This 
verification applies specifically to the sample investigated in our test reference number only. 

Certified by: 
Simple Guan 
Date: April 1, 2022 

 

Verification of Conformity

Reviewer
Technical expert
Amanda Payne 

Approver 
ECM Service Director

Luca Bedonni 

 
Remark: This document has been issued on a voluntary basis and upon request of the manufacturer. It is
our opinion that the technical documentation received from the manufacturer is satisfactory for the
requirements of the ECM Certification Mark. The conformity mark above can be affixed on the products
accordingly to the ECM regulation about its release and its use. 

Additional information and clarification about the Marking: 
The manufacturer is responsible for the CE Marking process, and if necessary, must 

refer to a Notified Body. This document has been issued on the basis of the regulation 
on ECM Voluntary Mark for the certification of products. RG01_ECM rev.3 available 

at: www.entecerma.it 

Form QAT_10-M05, version 00, effective since March 25th, 2020 

Type
Approved 

Test Report / Technical Construction File no. TCF-DSTC211206-MD
 

Ente Certificazione Macchine Srl 
Via Ca’ Bella, 243 – Loc. Castello di Serravalle – 40053 Valsamoggia (BO) - ITALY 

 +39 051 6705141  +39 051 6705156  info@entecerma.it  www.entecerma.it 

Issuance date: 15 December
2021 Expiry date: 14 December
2026 
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Certificate of Compliance 

 European
Conformity

No. 4Q211215.DSTCO76 

related to CE Directive(s):
2006/42/EC (Machinery) 

113 YongHuaXinCun, 43 YuXing Road, Shilong,
Dongguan-Guangdong, China 523320

Laser Cutting Machine 

 

Standard: 
EN ISO 12100:2010, EN 60204-1:2018, 
EN ISO 11553-1:2020 

 

Dongguan SHAMANA Trade Co., Ltd. 

Dongguan SHAMANA Trade Co.,Ltd. 

Product:
Model(s): 

Certification
ECM Mark: 

Certificate’s
Holder: 

Manufacturer: 

Verification to: 

SHA-LC, SHA-LC-T, SHA-LC-E, SHA-LC-QE, SHA-LC-G,
SHA-LC-P, SHA-LC-W, KCL, KCL-T, KCL-E, KCL-QE,
KCL-G, KCL-P, KCL-W

Addrres: Mutlukent Mahallesi 2073 Sokak (Eski 93 Sokak) No:10 Çankaya – Ankara – TURKEY
Phone: +90 0312 443 03 90 Fax: +90 0312 443 03 76
E-mail: info@udemltd.com.tr www.udem.com.tr

Product Brand/Model/Type : SS1

Report No and Date : JAT-CE2292-932

Related Standards : EN 12915-1:2009

Certificate Number : M.2023.206.C81264 Initial

Assessment Date : 13.01.2023
Registration Date : 16.01.2023
Reissue Date/No : -
Expiry Date : 15.01.2028

Manufacturer Name : DONGGUAN SHAMANA Trade Co., Ltd.

The company named above was audited by UDEM.
Company Name : DONGGUAN SHAMANA Trade Co., Ltd.

Company Address : HQ:Rm 101, 113 YongHuaXinCun, 43 YuXing Road, Shilong  Dongguan
523320, Guangdong Province, China

UDEM International Certification
Auditing Training Centre Industry
and Trade Inc.Co.

Product Name : One Stage Stainless Still Purifier Silver Ceramic Filter With Carbon

Manufacturer Address : Botao Road, Easi Cixi Industry Zone, Cixi City, Zhejiang Province,  China 315316

CERTIFICATE OF TECHNICAL INSPECTION

The validity of the certificate can be checked through www.udemltd.com.tr. The CE mark can only be used
under the responsibility of the manufacturer with the completion of EC Declaration of Conformity for all the
relevant Directives. This certificate remains the property of UDEM International Certification Auditing Training
Centre Industry and Trade Co. Ltd. to whom it must be returned upon request. The above named firm must
keep a copy of this certificate for 15 years from the registration of certificate. This certificate of anly covers the
product(s) stated above and UDEM must be noticed in case of any changes on the product(s)

注  册  ⽇

期 局 ⻓

注 册 ⼈

注册⼈地址

有 效 期 ⾄

核定使⽤商品/服务项⽬ （国际分类：9）

发 证 机 关

第 64253601 号

2023年12⽉21⽇

东莞夏玛娜贸易有限公司

2033年12⽉20⽇

⼴东省东莞市⽯⻰镇⽯⻰裕兴路43号永华新村113号楼101室

 第 9 类 ： OLED（有机发光⼆极管）显⽰⾯板；数字信号显⽰⾯板；薄膜晶体管液晶显⽰器
（TFT- LCD）⾯板；视频显⽰屏；薄膜晶体管液晶显⽰⾯板；液晶显⽰屏；电⼦显⽰⾯板；显⽰数字
⽤电⼦ 显⽰屏；触摸屏（截⽌）

Presentation
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2. Our Brands - TechnetChina

TechnetChina was established by a team of industrial technology engineering and
global logistics experts. Our profound knowledge equips us to offer comprehensive
support to clients seeking assistance with project development, component sourcing,
and engineering design.

Our primary mission revolves around bridging the gap between the international
market and China, especially within the realms of industrial engineering and
component procurement. Our team is not only proficient in English but is also well-
versed in the nuances of your industry. This not only streamlines communication but
also provides invaluable guidance to enhance your projects.

Numerous businesses encounter challenges when managing their operations in the
intricate Chinese market. Factors like cultural differences, language barriers, and a
lack of product expertise can result in both time and money being wasted.
Establishing a physical presence in China can be costly and resource-intensive, and
even large company branches may face difficulties navigating this complex market.

TechnetChina addresses these challenges and serves as an indispensable resource for businesses of all sizes. We are
your trusted partner for business expansion and growth, leveraging our extensive expertise to drive your success.

3. Our Brands - HOROMA Tech Display

HOROMA Tech Display is a specialized display company located in Dongguan, Guangdong, China, a city renowned
as the "world's factory" even within China.

We excel in providing TFT displays for various fields, including IoT, smart home, human-machine interface, office
automation, industrial control, instrumentation, white goods, and information terminals. Our product range
encompasses small and medium-sized TFT modules and Touch Panels. Click here to explore our offerings.

Furthermore, our dedicated R&D team is poised to offer tailored solutions for your specific applications. If you have
unique requirements, we have the capability to design and manufacture custom displays, complete with bezels, TFT
displays, and front-facing Touch Panels 
(Resistive or Capacitive), tailored to your 
specifications.

Our overarching mission is to cultivate
long-term relationships with our customers,
delivering cutting-edge innovation and
technology to address any specific needs
you may have.
Don't hesitate to get in touch with us for
more information at www.horomatech.com

Presentation
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Power Supply Switching Closed Frame:

Enclosed power supply for added protection, suitable for applications
where components need shielding.

Enhance your systems with our comprehensive range of power supply solutions. 
We cater to diverse needs, providing cutting-edge technologies to ensure efficient 
and reliable power delivery. Our offerings include:

Switching Power Supplies
Switched-mode Power Supply (SMPS) stands as the leading technology in power 
supply solutions. Operating at a high switching frequency, ranging from several 
hundred kHz to several MHz, SMPS differs significantly from traditional electromagnetic
 transformers working at 50-60Hz mains frequency. The advantages of switching power supplies include higher
efficiency, smaller size, and lighter weight, making them an ideal replacement for linear power supplies. It's crucial to
note that careful suppression of switching currents is necessary to address potential electrical noise issues. While linear
power supplies are favored in applications where size, weight, and efficiency are less critical, such as high-end audio
or specific medical applications.

Linear Power Supplies
Linear power supplies, relying on electromagnetic transformers operating at 50-60Hz, are preferred in applications
where size, weight, and efficiency are less critical. Industries like high-end audio or specific medical applications often
choose linear power supplies due to their suitability for these specialized needs.

DC-to-DC Converters
DC-to-DC converters utilize the same switching principle to transform a source of direct current (DC) from one voltage
level to another. This versatile electronic device plays a crucial role in adapting power sources to meet specific voltage
requirements.

Switching LED Power Supplies
Designed to provide a DC output voltage and a constant current, switching LED power supplies are essential for
ensuring the optimal performance of LED components. LED devices are controlled by current, and to maintain
consistent brightness, they require a stable and constant current supply.
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4. Power Supply

Our Product Portfolio

Power Supply Switching Open Frame:

Compact design without an enclosing case for flexibility in various
applications.

Solution Integration - Products & Services
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Power Supply Switching Encapsulated:

Sealed in a protective material for resistance to harsh environments and
increased durability.

DIN Rail Power Supply:

Designed to be mounted on DIN rails for easy installation in industrial
control panels.

AC/DC Switching Adaptor:

Compact device converting AC to DC power, commonly used for
electronic devices and chargers.

LED Driver Power Supply:

Specifically designed to power LED lighting systems, ensuring stable and
efficient operation.

DC/DC Converter:

Device converting one DC voltage to another, allowing compatibility
between different power sources.

Custom Power Supply:

Tailored power solutions designed to meet specific requirements,
offering flexibility and efficiency.

Our power supply solutions are crafted to meet the diverse needs of various industries. Whether you prioritize
efficiency, size, weight, or specific voltage requirements, our range of switching, linear, and DC-to-DC converter 

Solution Integration - Products & Services
w
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power supplies offers the flexibility and reliability you need. Elevate your systems with our advanced power supply
solutions today.

Solution Integration - Products & Services

SHAMANA

Yosha

Smart Sourcing
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5. Display and Touch Panel 
HOROMA is proud to establish strong partnerships with
leading manufacturers in China in the field of displays
and related products. 

We offer a wide range of high-quality products,
including color TFT modules, capacitive and resistive
Touch Panels, monochrome LCD panels, aluminum
frames, and more.

Our offerings go beyond delivering high-quality products; our highly skilled team can provide customized design
services to meet the specific needs of our clients. We cater to various industries, including industrial control, Human
Machine Interface (HMI), medical, consumer electronics, metering, and more.

We enthusiastically welcome custom projects and are ready to collaborate closely with our clients to ensure tailor-
made solutions.
HOROMA Tech Display, a brand focused on Display and Embedded solutions, to provide additional benefits and
quality options to our clients.
With SHAMANA, you are assured of receiving not only excellent products but also a reliable partner for your
business success.

Our Product Portfolio

Solution Integration - Products & Services

TFT (Thin-Film Transistor)

displays are currently the dominant technology in the display industry, widely utilized in both professional and
commercial settings across a diverse range of electronic devices. Due to their excellent image quality featuring vibrant
and sharp colors, fast response times, wide viewing angles, and compact design, TFT displays have become the
preferred choice to ensure high-quality visual performance in a variety of contexts.

8
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Solution Integration - Products & Services

TFT displays are divided into two main categories: "Trans-missive" and "Trans-flective”. The majority of TFT displays
on the market fall into the trans-missive category, which requires significant back-lighting to ensure optimal visibility,
especially in the presence of sunlight. These displays offer superior image quality.

On the other hand, trans-flective TFT displays can utilize both back-lighting and reflected ambient light. This feature
enables excellent readability in direct sunlight. However, in controlled ambient brightness conditions, they may
provide slightly lower image quality.

OLED 

The OLED technology, or Organic Light-Emitting Diodes, stands out for its ability to emit light pixel by pixel without the
need for back-lighting. This results in deeper blacks and superior contrast compared to other technologies. Thanks to
their flexibility, OLEDs prove to be ideal for applications where design, slimness, and lightness of the product are
crucial. Commonly employed in small-sized portable devices or those with innovative designs, OLEDs offer significant
advantages:

Flexible Design: They can be bent or curved, adapting to innovative design solutions.
Efficient Energy Consumption: They consume energy only when necessary, making them ideal for portable devices
with limited battery life.
Good Visibility in Various Lighting Conditions: They provide exceptional visibility both indoors and outdoors.
Slimness and Lightness: Characterized by thin profiles and lightness, they are perfect for portable and wearable
devices.

9
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Solution Integration - Products & Services

Touch Panels 

Touch panels are devices that allow users to interact with a screen by touching it or using gestures. In industrial
devices, resistive and capacitive touch panels are primarily used:

Resistive:
Resistive touch panels work through physical pressure. Two thin layers, separated by a microscopic space, react when
pressed. Pressure creates contact between the layers, forming an electrical circuit. A controller interprets the touch
position based on the resistance change and determines coordinates on the screen. This technology is known for its
reliability but is limited in detecting multiple simultaneous touches.

Advantages: Lower cost, operation with any touching object, resistance to dust and moisture.
Disadvantages: Lower image sharpness, limited support for multi-touch gestures.

Capacitive:

Capacitive touch panels detect variations in the electric field caused by touch. A layer of conductive glass is overlaid
with a sensor layer. When a finger or conductive object touches the surface, it creates a change in the electric field.
The controller interprets this change, determining the touch position. This technology offers higher sensitivity and
supports multi-touch gestures but requires touches from conductive objects.

Advantages: Higher image sharpness, support for multi-touch gestures, high sensitivity.
Disadvantages: Limited response to conductive objects, potentially higher cost.

10
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Solution Integration - Products & Services

Although less common than the technologies described above, there are other categories of touch panels:

Infrared:
High precision, resistance to scratches and wear, support for multi-touch gestures.
Disadvantages: Sensitivity to ambient light, complex calibration.

Optical:
Good image quality, support for multi-touch gestures, resistance to scratches.
Disadvantages: Sensitivity to dust and dirt.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW):
High image quality, support for multi-touch gestures.
Disadvantages: Sensitivity to contaminants on the surface.

The main sizes of our displays and Touch Panel: 

In any case, we are able to provide display customization tailored to meet our customers' needs.
               

Display with mechanical customization.

In numerous industrial applications, our customers ask us to apply an aluminum frame to the display, allowing it to be
mounted on the final product. In many designs, a portion of the frame is visible when the display is installed,
significantly contributing to the aesthetic aspect of the final product. Often, in the case of displays for industrial use, it
is necessary to apply a PET sheet between the frame and the resistive touch panel of the display.

SHAMANA Sourcing through their staff at technetchina, is capable of providing and installing these accessories
according to customer specifications. Additionally, through our in-house design studio, we can design such frames
based on specific customer requests.

11
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Solution Integration - Products & Services

Front glasses for electronic products and capacitive touch buttons

In many electrical or electronic applications, the use of tempered glass front panels represents a significant advantage
for a modern and clean design. 

This material offers numerous benefits, including a lower cost compared to front panels made, for example, of
aluminum. Additionally, tempered glass ensures transparency to radio waves, allowing for the integration of wireless
devices internally without the need for an external antenna. Another important advantage is the ability to embed
capacitive touch buttons directly into the glass, giving the product's design an extremely modern and sought-after
appearance. 

The transparency and brilliance of tempered glass add an element of elegance and style to any electronic device,
while its ease of cleaning makes it a practical and functional choice for various applications.

12
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Solution Integration - Products & Services

Conductive rubber, multi-layer and Capacitive membrane keypads 

Conductive rubber membrane keypads or multi-layer membrane switches are widely used in the electrical and
electronic industries due to their exceptional design flexibility, extended durability, and cost-effectiveness compared to
other types of keypads. 

These types of membranes offer what is known as the "click" effect, providing a perception of mechanical contact
closure, which can be sought after and useful in specific design applications. 

Additionally, the ability to customize screen printing and colors makes them an ideal solution for sophisticated design
projects while keeping production costs low.

Capacitive membrane keypads offer excellent design flexibility. Thanks to their conductive nature that does not require
mechanical pressure, these membranes allow for a wide range of configurations and layouts, enabling designers to
create custom solutions with impactful visuals. Their wear resistance and long lifespan contribute to ensuring greater
reliability and durability of electronic devices over time.

This type of membrane is precise and provides an excellent user experience.
In summary, conductive membranes not only guarantee a clear and defined tactile response, but also offer exceptional
design flexibility and superior durability. These attributes make them an ideal choice for a wide range of applications
in electronics and beyond.

13



Extrusion: This common technique involves extruding an aluminum profile through a mold to create the heat
sink. The profile's shape can be designed to optimize heat dissipation.For this solution, the end customer
needs to consider a tooling cost.

1.

  2. Die-casting: This process involves melting aluminum under pressure in a mold. Heat sinks produced through
die-casting can have complex shapes and offer good thermal conductivity. For this solution, the end customer
needs to consider a tooling cost.
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Solution Integration - Products & Services

6. Heat Sinks and Mechanical Products
We possess extensive expertise in heat sinks and mechanical parts for electronics and more, offering various finishes
tailored to customer requests and applications. There are several key technologies used in the manufacturing of heat
sinks and mechanical parts:

14



  3. Skiving: This technique is specific to heat sinks. It involves removing thin layers of material from a solid block
to create a series of heat-dissipating fins. Skiving is often used for compact and efficient heat sinks.This solution
does not incur any molding costs.

  4. CNC (Computer Numerical Control): CNC machining employs computer-controlled machines to cut, mill, or
carve heat sink material based on a digital design. This technology provides high precision and customization
options. This solution does not incur any molding costs.

  5. Cutting, Bending, Welding, and Cold Stamping: We perform cutting and bending of sheet metal, both for the
fabrication of metal containers and for components with various types of treatment and finishing. We also
specialize in cold stamping of thin sheets for battery contacts, tabs, and more.w
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We offer both solutions for heat sinks or raw mechanical parts, meaning they are thoroughly cleaned and grease free,
as well as treated solutions according to the customer's project specifications. We can provide various treatments,
including anodization, satin finishing, chrome plating, zinc coating, and much more.

Through our internal technical department, we go beyond mere execution and offer comprehensive design support.
Upon request, we design heat sinks or mechanical components tailored to desired specifications. The synergy between
support and internal design results in customized and optimized solutions to fully meet our customers' needs.
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7. Transformers and Inductors 
Drawing on our solid knowledge and extensive experience in passive electronic components, including
electromagnetic components, technetchina provides a comprehensive range of LF (Low Frequency) and HF (High
Frequency) transformers, inductors, and customized components for various applications. 

Our capabilities extend beyond standard offerings, as we excel in the design and production of tailor-made products
to meet the specific requirements of our clients. Whether it's a request for a new project or integration into an existing
one, our team is dedicated to delivering high-quality, bespoke solutions that seamlessly align with your needs.

High-Frequency Inductors

Applications: Primarily used in switching power supplies to ensure
stability and voltage regulation in high-frequency electronic devices.

Radiofrequency (RF) Inductors

Applications: Essential in RF circuits, such as wireless transmitters and
receivers, where they play a crucial role in filtering signals and ensuring
efficient transmission or reception.

Ferrite Core Inductors

Applications: Employed in electronic power applications and
transformers due to their enhanced magnetic properties.

High-Current Inductors

Applications: high-current inductors, ensuring efficient power supply in
compact form. Ideal for applications such as electric vehicles,
renewable energy systems, and advanced electronics.

Power Transformers

Applications: Common in electronic devices, voltage stabilizers, audio
power supplies, and linear amplifiers.
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Isolation Transformers

Applications: Necessary for separating electrical circuits, ensuring
safety, and providing protection against over-voltages.

Toroidal Transformers

Applications: Suitable for high-fidelity audio systems, amplifiers, and
sensitive devices due to their low noise emission and compact size.

Medical Application Transformers

Applications: Designed to ensure safety and compliance with medical
standards, used in medical devices and diagnostic equipment.

Lighting Transformers

Applications: Used in various lighting devices, ensuring stability of
luminous flux and component protection.

Encapsulated Power Supply Transformers

Applications: Common in electronic power supplies, suitable for
household and industrial electronic devices.

SHAMANA
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8. Plastic and Injection Parts 
Plastic components are commonly produced using injection molds, enabling the precise creation of pieces by injecting
molten material into the desired form.

Technetchina, through both its in-house design team and a network of manufacturing partners, excels in plastic
component production via injection molding. Our highly qualified team manages the entire production cycle, from
design to delivery of the finished product. We offer a comprehensive service, from mold creation to the production of
final products, ensuring flexibility and adaptability to customer needs.

Specializing in both zero-based design and reverse engineering, we meet specific requirements. Our philosophy is
centered on providing high-quality support at extremely competitive prices, adhering to strict production and quality
control standards.

In the plastic injection process, we utilize various materials to create a wide range of components. Common materials
include polypropylene (PP) for lightness and chemical resistance, polyethylene (PE) for flexibility, polycarbonate (PC)
for transparency and impact resistance, ABS for durability, nylon (PA) for wear resistance, polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) for transparency and strength, polyurethane (PU) for flexibility, PVC for chemical resistance and wear resistance,
and PMMA for transparency and strength. 

This variety allows us to adapt to specific application needs, considering mechanical, thermal, and aesthetic
properties.
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9. Cooling Fans 

- Centrifugal Fans
Centrifugal fans use radial blades to draw air into the center and expel
it radially. Efficient for high-pressure applications, they find use in HVAC
(*) systems, industrial processes, and ventilation.

- AC Fans
AC fans are versatile and used in various applications beyond air
conditioning, including electronics cooling, ventilation, and industrial
processes, due to their efficiency and reliability.

- DC Fans
DC fans, powered by direct current, are prevalent in electronics cooling.
Efficient and with precise speed control, they find applications in
computers, appliances, and electronic devices.

- Motor Fans
Motor fans use an electric motor to generate airflow. Common in
cooling systems, they find applications in HVAC (*), automotive, and
industrial settings for temperature regulation and ventilation.

- Blades
In industrial and professional ventilation, fan blades are crucial
components, typically made of plastic or metal. Their design
significantly influences airflow efficiency in demanding environments.

- Axial Fans
Axial fans move air parallel to the blade axis, commonly used for
ventilation, cooling electronics, and industrial applications due to their
efficiency and straightforward design.

(*) HVAC  Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
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Two primary bearing technologies, ensuring optimal performance based on specific requirements:

Ball Bearing Technology: Known for its durability and longevity, ball bearings are suitable for applications demanding
continuous and reliable operation. They offer lower friction, resulting in efficient fan performance and extended
service life.
Sleeve Bearing Technology: Ideal for applications where cost-effectiveness and quieter operation are priorities. Sleeve
bearings are self-lubricating, reducing friction and noise levels. While they may have a slightly shorter lifespan
compared to ball bearings, they remain a popular choice for various cooling solutions.

Our fans are available with additional integrated functions to meet specialized needs, including:

Tachimetric: Providing real-time monitoring of fan speed.
Lock Rotor Alarm: Alerting users in case of rotor lock to prevent potential damage.
PWM (Pulse Width Modulation): Allowing for precise speed control, contributing to energy efficiency.
ON/OFF Control: Offering basic, reliable fan control.

At technetchina, we understand that each application has unique demands. Whether you require robust ball bearing
technology for continuous operation or cost-effective and quieter sleeve bearing options, our cooling fans are
engineered to meet your specific needs. Our commitment extends beyond providing quality products to offering
tailored solutions that enhance the performance and longevity of your systems.
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10. Acoustic Products 

Electromagnetic Buzzer 

Known for its reliable and robust performance, the electromagnetic
buzzer is suitable for industrial applications requiring a clear and
distinct signal.

Piezo Buzzer

Ideal for applications where a compact design and low power
consumption are crucial, the piezo buzzer provides efficient and
reliable performance.

SMD Magnetic Buzzer

The Surface Mount Device (SMD) Magnetic Buzzer is a compact and
versatile option, making it suitable for modern electronic devices where
space is a key consideration.

SMD Piezo Buzzer

Offering the advantages of a piezo buzzer in a surface-mount form
factor, the SMD Piezo Buzzer is well-suited for applications demanding
space efficiency.

Small & Micro Electromagnetic Loudspeakers

These loudspeakers provide clear and quality sound reproduction in a
compact form, making them ideal for diverse applications.

Technetchina provides comprehensive support for your design with a diverse range of audio transducers, catering to
various applications from industrial uses to delivering high-quality results in music reproduction. Our extensive lineup
includes:
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Exciters

Our exciters, also known as vibration transducers, are designed to turn
surfaces into speakers, providing unique solutions for applications
where traditional speaker placement is challenging. Ideal for creating
innovative audio experiences in unconventional environments.

Mylar

Mylar loudspeakers feature thin membranes crafted from Mylar, a
lightweight and durable plastic polymer, delivering clear and crisp
sound reproduction in compact devices.

Medium-sized Loudspeakers (3" to 6")

Ranging from 3 to 6 inches, our medium-sized loudspeakers are
designed to deliver powerful and immersive audio experiences, making
them suitable for various audio applications.

Whether you need audio transducers for industrial signaling or seek high-fidelity sound reproduction for music
applications, Technetchina ensures a versatile selection of acoustic products. Our commitment to innovative solutions
and reliability makes us the ideal partner for meeting your unique audio requirements.
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11. Cabling 

technetchina specializes in crafting customized cables to meet the specific needs of various industries, including
industrial, medical, automation, automotive, and communication. We offer a diverse range of cable topologies
suitable for numerous applications:

Flat Cables: Thin and flexible, ideal for compact electronic devices.
EDP - LVDS - HDMI Cables: High-performance digital video transmission.
Coaxial Cables: Efficient signal transmission for communication and networks.
Wire Cables: Versatile for power distribution and general-purpose wiring.
Automotive Cables: Durable in harsh automotive environments.
Communication Cables: Reliable data transmission for networking.
Computer Cables: Various cables for computers and peripherals.
Power Cords: Essential for supplying power to devices.
Fiber Optic Transmission Cables: High-bandwidth, immune to interference.
Consumer Cables: Diverse solutions for everyday electronics.

Technetchina's unwavering commitment to quality ensures that our cables are not only customized to meet specific
requirements but also reliable and efficient across diverse applications.
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12. Industrial PC Solutions 
Fanless or fan-engineered options designed for use in today's most challenging Industrial IoT and edge computing
environments. Our emphasis on chassis design ensures a robust structure. 
We offer a variety of form factors, providing flexibility to satisfy any requirement. Key features include:

- Full aluminum alloy anti-interference structure
- Modular parts with strong scalability
- Fully enclosed with fanless cooling system
- Cable-free design for improved vibration resistance
- Double-board design with diverse interfaces.

We provide customized solutions based on the customer's requirements: addressing design, performance, and
interface needs.
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13. Embedded Solutions 

Embedded solutions represent the pinnacle of modern technology, bringing computational power and advanced
functionality directly into the heart of your devices and systems.

Embedded solutions are specialized devices or systems designed to perform specific functions within a broader
technological context. These integrated systems are ideal for situations where dedicated computational power and
specific functionalities are required without compromising size or energy efficiency.

Why Choose Embedded Solutions?
Energy Efficiency: Embedded solutions are optimized to deliver maximum power with minimal energy consumption.
Compact Size: Ideal for limited spaces, embedded solutions offer high performance in a compact form.
Industrial Reliability: Designed to withstand extreme environmental conditions, they are the perfect choice for industrial
applications.
Design Flexibility: Embedded solutions allow highly customized designs to meet your specific needs.

Our embedded solutions offer a world of possibilities to enhance your applications. With a focus on innovation and
quality, we are ready to collaborate with you to take your ideas to the next level. 

Single Board Computers (SBC)

Single Board Computers form the core of embedded solutions. These
compact boards host all essential components on a single printed
circuit, providing a solid foundation for a wide range of applications.

Embedded Modules

Embedded Modules are compact components that integrate processors,
memory, and interfaces on a single module. This solution offers design
flexibility and ease of integration.

System on Modules (SoM)

System on Modules provides a complete and scalable platform, ideal
for applications requiring higher computational power and increased
customization.
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14. RF Solutions & Antennas

RF modules 

serve as the electronic backbone for transmitting and receiving radio signals between devices, enabling seamless
wireless communication. At technetchina we provide a diverse selection of self-contained RF modules and solutions
suitable for embedding into a wide range of applications.

Bluetooth Modules

Unlock the potential of wireless communication with our Bluetooth
modules. Perfect for short-range applications, these modules ensure
reliable data transmission, making them ideal for a variety of devices,
from audio accessories to smart home gadgets.

BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) Modules

Step into the realm of energy-efficient wireless communication with our
BLE modules. Tailored for devices requiring low power consumption,
these modules are well-suited for applications such as fitness trackers,
health monitors, and other IoT devices.

Zigbee Modules

Experience the simplicity of wireless data transmission with our Zigbee
modules. Compact and powerful, these modules find applications in
communication and networking scenarios, making them an excellent
choice for smart homes and industrial automation.

WiFi Modules

Empower your devices with high-speed wireless connectivity using our
WiFi modules. From smart appliances to industrial machines, these
modules ensure robust data transmission over a broader range, opening
up new possibilities for connected applications.

GPS Modules

Navigate the world with precision using our GPS modules. Ideal for
applications requiring accurate positioning, these modules find
applications in navigation systems, vehicle tracking, and location-based
services.
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GPRS (General Packet Radio Service)

Stay connected on the go with our GPRS modules. Designed for mobile
communication, GPRS modules enable reliable data transmission for
applications such as remote monitoring, asset tracking, and mobile
connectivity.

Antennas

Omni-Directional: 360-degree coverage. Consistent signal reception from all directions.
Directional: High-gain for concentrated signals. Ideal for point-to-point communication.
Yagi: High-gain for extended coverage. Perfect for long-range connectivity.

Delve into our extensive selection of RF modules and solutions, and allow us to enhance your projects with effortless
wireless communication capabilities.
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15. Sensors & Automation

Temperature Sensors

-Monitor and regulate temperature variations.
-Critical for processes requiring precise temperature control.

Humidity Sensors

-Gauge and maintain optimal humidity levels.
-Essential for environments sensitive to moisture variations.

Pressure Sensors

-Measure pressure changes in industrial systems.
-Crucial for applications where pressure regulation is paramount.

Torque Sensors

-Assess torque levels in rotating machinery.
-Essential for applications demanding precise torque control.

Vacuum Sensors

-Monitor and control vacuum levels.
-Vital for processes requiring specific vacuum conditions.

Discover the array of sensors driving Industrial Automation.

Explore our comprehensive range of industrial sensors, each designed to enhance efficiency and precision in
industrial processes.
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Proximity Sensors

-Detect object presence without physical contact.
-Essential for automated systems requiring object recognition.

Acceleration Sensors

-Measure acceleration forces in industrial equipment.
-Critical for applications demanding acceleration monitoring.
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16. Connectors

Delve into extensive adaptability of connectors within the electric and electronic industry through TechnetChina. 
Our product portofolio boasts a wide array of connectors, encompassing RF connectors, power supply connectors,
electric vehicle connectors, terminal blocks, and more. Collaborating with a multitude of connector manufacturers, we
guarantee a diverse assortment to address various application needs.

RF Connectors

Enhance communication in various devices.

Power Supply Connectors 

Ensure reliable power distribution.

Electric Vehicle Connectors 

Facilitate efficient charging and connectivity.

Terminal Blocks 

Simplify wire connections in industrial automation.

USB Connectors 

Enable data transfer in computers and devices.
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Audio Connectors

Facilitate audio signal transmission in multimedia devices.

Ethernet Connectors

Provide wired network connectivity.

Circular Connectors 

Ensure secure connections in harsh environments.

Fiber Optic Connectors 

Enable high-speed data transmission through optical fibers.

HDMI Connectors 

Transmit high-definition audio and video signals.

Molex Connectors 

Provide versatile solutions for various applications.

Our proficient technical team is committed to aiding you in discovering the ideal connector or crafting customized
solutions tailored to the distinct needs of your project. Whether it pertains to electronics, power systems, or specialized 
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industries, TechnetChina is your trusted partner. Get in touch with us for off-the-shelf or bespoke connectors, and
together, we can enhance your connectivity experience. Your ideal solution is only a message away.

17. Technical Support and Design
TechnetChina is the reliable and competent partner that provides comprehensive support in the design and production
of mechanical and electrical/electronic components. We take pride not only in offering a wide range of high-quality
products but also in having a specialized technical team ready to assist you at every stage of the process.

360-Degree Support:
At TechnetChina, we are committed to providing 360-degree support. Our team is ready to listen to your needs and
provide customized solutions.
What sets TechnetChina apart is our strong and competent design team. We are ready to accompany our clients in
every phase of the design process, offering expert assistance and tailor-made solutions.

Design Services:

Zero-Based Design: We can create an entirely new product based on your specific requirements. Whether it's an
electronic board, a display, a mechanical case, a connector, or something else, we are ready to turn your ideas into
reality.

Complex Systems: In addition to individual components, we can design complex systems such as kiosks and smart
lockers. We start with your specifications to create integrated and cutting-edge solutions.

Continuous Support:
Our commitment doesn't end with the design. We are here to provide ongoing support, ensuring that each product
meets your quality and functionality standards.

Choose TechnetChina as your trusted partner for your projects. Contact us today to begin turning your ideas into
reality.
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General Trade

18. Machinery & Production Lines

With our extensive trading experience, we have catered to a diverse clientele from various countries and across a
wide range of industries. We take pride in providing our clients with access to top-tier suppliers and ensuring a
seamless and hassle-free purchasing process. If you're involved in import business and are seeking machinery,
electronics, environmental products, infrastructure materials, or any other products, SHAMANA China, as a reputable
trader and integrated service provider, is your ideal choice.

Machinery Portofolio

Laser Cutting Machinery

Whether you require CO2 laser cutting, fiber laser cutting, or precision
laser cutting, we have extensive experience in providing cost-effective
machinery that delivers the desired performance.

Bending Machines

Enhance your productivity with our range of bending machines.
Whether you need a press brake, a roll bender, or any other type, we
have the solutions you require.

Bottling Lines

Discover the perfect bottling solution tailored to your needs! We
specialize in providing fully customized bottling lines that meet your
unique requirements. Let's discuss your project and create a solution that
optimizes your production process.

Deburring Machines

Specifically designed to smooth and clean the metal imperfections after
processing and improve the overall quality of the metal parts.

Choose us for your machinery procurement projects because we prioritize reliability and
transparency. 

We exclusively collaborate with trusted factories, diligently monitor the production
process, and provide thorough check reports upon delivery. We ensure that every
machinery detail aligns perfectly with your specifications, giving you peace of mind
throughout the procurement journey.
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CNC Router

No matter if you require a CNC router for woodworking, metalworking,
or stone cutting, whether it's a 3-axis or 5-axis model, we offer the
perfect solution at exceptionally competitive prices.

Light Steel Forming Machines

Creating steel building frames has become incredibly straightforward
with seamless integration into Vertex software. Now, structures are
produced effortlessly with just the push of a button.

Printers

"We offer a comprehensive range of industrial printing machines,
including flexographic printers, dye-sublimation printers, UV printers,
digital textile printers, DTG printers, wide-format printers, and thermal
transfer printers, tailored to meet all your printing needs."

Foil Extruders

Introducing our cutting-edge foil extruder lines that are specially
designed for using biodegradable raw materials. These advanced
production lines are committed to eco-friendly practices, ensuring the
creation of sustainable and environmentally responsible foil products.

Raymon Mill & Micronization 

We offer both Raymond Mill equipment and advanced micronization
solutions to cater to a wide range of processing needs across different
industries.

Paper/Carton Erecting Machine

Explore our innovative carton and paper erecting machines,
meticulously crafted to produce custom packaging for burgers, salads,
and more. Elevate your packaging experience with our premium
solutions, designed to enhance efficiency and quality.
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Dive beyond the catalog and discover the full spectrum of our expertise. While the categories above offer a glimpse,
we're not confined by these boundaries. Trust us with your machinery project, and together, we'll bring your vision to
life.

At SHAMANA Sourcing, our name is synonymous with sourcing excellence.

19. Petroleum Equipment & Spare Parts

At SHAMANA Sourcing, we are your premier source for all your 
petroleum equipment, spare parts, and pipe needs. With a 
steadfast commitment to quality, reliability, and efficiency, 
we have established ourselves as a trusted partner in the 
petroleum industry.

**What Sets Us Apart**

Our unwavering dedication to excellence sets us apart in the
market. We offer an extensive inventory of petroleum 
equipment, spare parts, and pipes, sourced from top 
manufacturers in China.

**Why Choose SHAMANA Sourcing?**

1. **Quality Assurance:** We rigorously inspect and test all our products to guarantee their performance, longevity,
and compliance with industry standards.

2. **Reliability:** With years of experience in the petroleum industry, we have built a reputation for delivering on
time and meeting our clients' requirements.

3. **Customized Solutions:** Our team of experts is ready to assist you in finding the right products tailored to your
specific needs and budget.

4. **Competitive Pricing:** We offer competitive pricing without compromising on quality, making us your cost-
effective choice.

5. **Global Reach:** SHAMANA Sourcing has a global network, allowing us to serve clients across borders and
provide access to the best products in the industry.
o your specific details and company values.
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Derrick Mast Drawwrorks Rotary Table Top Drive

Swivel Kelly Drill String BOP Mud Pumps

Shale Shaker Mud Tanks Casing & Tubing Engines Spare Parts
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Portofolio

Unlock the power of precision in your drilling projects! Contact us today to discuss your drilling equipment and parts
needs, and let's embark on a journey to success together.
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20. Power Transformers
Power transformers are essential devices in the electrical industry, playing a pivotal role in transmitting and distributing
electrical energy efficiently and safely. These versatile devices facilitate voltage conversion, enabling electricity to flow
across long distances and into various applications. SHAMANA Sourcing provides a comprehensive range of power
transformers designed to meet diverse needs. Explore our selection to discover different types of power transformers,
each tailored to specific voltage levels, applications, and industries, ensuring reliable and continuous power supply
solutions.

Dry Type Transformers 

Dry-type transformers use air or epoxy resin for insulation and are suitable for indoor applications where fire safety
and environmental concerns are paramount.

Oil-Immersed Transformers 

These transformers are immersed in mineral oil for cooling and insulation, often used in outdoor and heavy-duty
applications.
We provide a wide range of oil-immersed transformers from under 35KV to more than 500 KV.

Leveraging partnerships with China's most renowned power transformer
manufacturers, SHAMANA Sourcing is fully equipped to fulfill your project
requirements.

Contact us for a customized quotation.

Dry Type Transformers Dry-type transformers use air or epoxy resin for
insulation and are suitable for indoor applications where fire safety and
environmental concerns are paramount.

220 kV 500 kV 110 kV

35 kV
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21. Earth Moving Machinery & Forklifts 
Introduction to SHAMANA Sourcing Earth Moving Machinery and
Forklifts

At SHAMANA Sourcing, we recognize the critical role that earth
moving machinery and forklifts play in the realms of industry and
construction. Efficiency, precision, and safety are at the forefront
of our mission.

Join us on an expedition through innovation and dependability as
we unveil state-of-the-art solutions customized to your unique
requirements. Explore how SHAMANA Sourcing's earth moving
machinery and forklifts can elevate your projects, elevate
productivity, and ensure seamless material flow. Trust in
SHAMANA Sourcing for quality and performance that defines
excellence.

SHAMANA Sourcing collaborates closely with esteemed suppliers
in China, enabling us to offer highly competitive prices without
compromising on the superior quality and reliability of our
machinery and equipment. Our commitment to excellence ensures
that you receive the most dependable solutions at cost-effective
rates.
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22. New Energy Vehicle Charging Stations
SHAMANA Sourcing: Spearheading the Electric Car Revolution with a Comprehensive Range of New Energy Vehicle
Charging Stations – from Home Chargers to Public Infrastructure. Join us in shaping the future of clean, efficient
mobility.

Contact us for a customized quotation.

AC Chargring Pile  3.5KW/7KW/11KW/22KW

They are suitable for occasions such as private villas, residential areas,
commercial office buildings, urban complex parking lots or urban public
charging stations that can charge slowly for a long time.

AC Chargring Pile  7KW/11KW/22KW

They are suitable for occasions such as city special chargingstations that
provide charging for bus, taxi,public service vehicles, sanitation
vehicles, logistics vehicles, etc

DC Chargring Pile 50KW/60KW/80KW

They are suitable for occasions such as city special charging stations
that provide charging for bus, taxi, public service vehicles, sanitation
vehicles, logistics vehicles

DC Chargring Pile 90KW/100KW/120KW

They are suitable for occasions such as city special charging stations
that provide charging for 
bus, taxi, public service vehicles, sanitation vehicles, logistics vehicles,
etc.

DC Chargring Pile 300KW/360KW/480KW

They are suitable for occasions such as city special charging stations
that provide charging for bus, 
taxi, public service vehicles, sanitation vehicles,logistics vehicles, etc.
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Air Valves

Discover our state-of-the-art ventilation valves, where precision meets
performance to ensure your space is filled with fresh, invigorating air.

Vent Caps and Louves

Elevate your ventilation system with our selection of vent caps and louvers,
engineered for superior airflow control and aesthetics

Air Diffusers 

We provide a wide range of air diffusers to meet your project’s needs.

Air Grilles

Where form meets function to create spaces that breathe with style and
efficiency.

Flexible Air Duct

Aluminum, insulated or acoustic insulated, combi, poly, PVC, all models are
available.

Flexible Air Ducts Clamp and Connectors

Flexible air ducts, clamps, and connectors, essential components for a seamless
and efficient HVAC system.

Spiral Duct and Fittings

Designed to elevate your ventilation solutions to the next level.

Duct Damper

Ensuring precise ventilation adjustments for optimal comfort and efficiency

Quadrants

precision and control in your ventilation systems
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23. Ventilation Systems  
SHAMANA Sourcing prioritizes your health, comfort, and overall quality of life. Our ventilation systems have been
thoughtfully designed to create a direct connection between the air you breathe and your well-being. We understand
that fresh, clean air is essential for a healthier and more comfortable living environment. With our range of ventilation
solutions, we aim to elevate your standard of living by ensuring optimal air quality and climate control. Discover how
our ventilation systems can enhance your daily life, making every breath a refreshing and revitalizing experience.
Choose SHAMANA Sourcing for a healthier and more comfortable way of living.
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Access Doors

The gateway to superior airflow management and maintenance efficiency

Damper Actuator

The cutting-edge solution for precise control and automation of airflow within
your HVAC systems.

Ductwork Hangers and Support 

The backbone of your ventilation and HVAC systems. 

Duct Corners

Designed to meet the demands of diverse applications, our duct corners offer
versatility and reliability. Whether you're working on a residential project or a
large-scale commercial installation, our corners provide the perfect fit and
alignment, ensuring airtight connections and optimal airflow distribution.

Ventilation Air Filters

We provide a wide range of ventilation filters: PPF, MEF, MEBF, HEPA, HF etc.
 

Ventilation Fans

Essential solution for maintaining optimal airflow and air quality in any space.
Designed with precision engineering and innovation, our ventilation fans offer
powerful performance, energy efficiency, and quiet operation, ensuring comfort
and peace of mind for every environment.
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At SHAMANA Sourcing, we are dedicated to providing comprehensive solutions for environmental protection,
encompassing a wide range of products designed to address various aspects of waste management and sewage
treatment. Our commitment to sustainability and innovation drives us to offer high-quality products that meet the needs
of our customers while minimizing environmental impact.

1. Septic Tanks: Septic tanks are essential for treating and disposing of wastewater in areas without access to
centralized sewage systems. SHAMANA Sourcing offers a diverse selection of septic tanks, including traditional
concrete tanks, fiberglass tanks, and advanced systems with enhanced treatment capabilities. Our septic tanks are
built to withstand rigorous conditions and ensure efficient wastewater treatment, supporting both residential and
commercial applications. We provide next volumes 1 cbm, 1.5 cbm, 2 cbm.

2. Sewage Canals: Efficient management of sewage is crucial for protecting water quality and preventing
environmental pollution. SHAMANA Sourcing provides a variety of products for sewage canal management,
including drainage systems, culverts, and canal lining solutions. Our products are engineered to optimize flow,
minimize sedimentation, and reduce the risk of contamination, contributing to effective sewage management in diverse
environments.
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24. Environment protection products  

PP rainwater infiltration channel function
The infiltration channel is based on traditional rainwater discharge,
converting rainwater pipes or open channels into infiltration channels with
permeable functions. Rainwater seeps through the underground infiltration
channels into the surrounding soil layers, replenishing groundwater.

PP scope of application
It is suitable for urban roads, highways, factory areas, public and
residential areas' rain and sewage drainage projects. It is not suitable for
areas with high groundwater levels, severe runoff pollution, and prone to
structural collapse.

Size1150*800*510 mm, capacity of 300L, weight of 11Kg per unit.
Withstand pressure of ≥0.30N/mm2, minimum depth of soil cover  
250mm.
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3. Garbage Bins: Effective waste collection is essential for maintaining cleanliness and hygiene in communities and
public spaces. SHAMANA Sourcing supplies a range of garbage bins designed for residential, commercial, and
municipal use. Our bins are available in various sizes, materials, and configurations to accommodate different waste
volumes and collection methods. With durable construction and user-friendly features, our garbage bins promote
proper waste disposal and support waste management initiatives.

120 L Dust Bin - HDPE

240 L Dust Bin - HDPE

660 L Dust Bin - HDPE

SHAMANA

Yosha

Smart Sourcing
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Rigid Pipes

Braided Hoses

Clear Tubing

Crystal Whiskers Nano Hose

Antimicrobial Hose

Super Flat Series Jets

Jetway Hot Tub Jets

Jetway Mini Jets

Jetway Air Jets
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25. Bath & Spa  
SHAMANA Sourcing prioritizes your health, comfort, and overall quality
of life. Our ventilation systems have been thoughtfully designed to create
a direct connection between the air you breathe and your well-being.
We understand that fresh, clean air is essential for a healthier and more
comfortable living environment. With our range of ventilation solutions,
we aim to elevate your standard of living by ensuring optimal air quality
and climate control. Discover how our ventilation systems can enhance
your daily life, making every breath a refreshing and revitalizing
experience. Choose SHAMANA Sourcing for a healthier and more
comfortable way of living.
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Jetway Suctions

Jetway Air regulators

Jetway Distributors

Jetway Accessories 

LED Pool Lights

 

Pillows
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Stand Alone Artificial Stone Bathtubs
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Induction Cooker

Blenders

Meat grinders

Ovens

Hot Plates

Mist Fans

Fans
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26. Small House Appliances  
SHAMANA Sourcing prioritizes your health, comfort, and overall quality of life. Our ventilation systems have been
thoughtfully designed to create a direct connection between the air you breathe and your well-being. We understand
that fresh, clean air is essential for a healthier and more comfortable living environment. With our range of ventilation
solutions, we aim to elevate your standard of living by ensuring optimal air quality and climate control. Discover how
our ventilation systems can enhance your daily life, making every breath a refreshing and revitalizing experience.
Choose SHAMANA Sourcing for a healthier and more comfortable way of living.
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27. Water Filtration & Water Dispensers  
Refresh Your Home with SHAMANA Sourcing Water Filters:

1. Welcome to Clean Water Solutions by SHAMANA Sourcing!
2. Clean water is essential. We make it easy.
3. Our filters: Simple, effective, for every home.
4. Pure water, pure simplicity, pure SHAMANA.
5. Taste the difference, feel the health benefits.
6. Join the satisfied customers who trust SHAMANA.
7. Clean water, healthier homes, happier lives.
8. Questions? We've got you covered!

Tea Bar Filtering Machine

On Cabinet Filters

Under Cabinet Filters
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28. Phone, Tablet & Audio Video Components   
Introducing Our Exclusive Range of Tablet and Phone Accessories

At SHAMANA Sourcing, we take pride in presenting our comprehensive collection of tablet and phone accessories,
meticulously crafted to meet the highest standards of quality and sophistication.

Designed with discerning clients in mind, our accessories epitomize excellence, catering to those who demand nothing
but the best.

From sleek and stylish phone cases to innovative tablet stands, each product in our range is infused with a dedication
to detail and an unwavering commitment to exceptional craftsmanship.

Experience the epitome of luxury and functionality with our tablet and phone accessories, where every item is created
with exigence for the most discerning individuals.

Discover the perfect blend of style, durability, and performance with SHAMANA Sourcing. Elevate your device
experience today.

Tablet Accessories

Protection Foils

Laptop & Computer 
Accessories

Electric Bike Tires

Electric Bike Accesories
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29. Lighting   
SHAMANA Sourcing, your ultimate destination for premium lighting solutions. Illuminate your spaces with our
exquisite range of outdoor and indoor lighting options meticulously crafted to enhance every corner of your
environment. From enchanting garden lights to sophisticated indoor fixtures, we offer a diverse selection that combines
elegance, functionality, and durability. Additionally, we pride ourselves on providing ENEC and ENEC+ certification
for public lighting projects, ensuring compliance with stringent quality standards. Let SHAMANA Sourcing illuminate
your world, transforming ordinary spaces into extraordinary realms of beauty and ambiance.
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30. Restaurant & Events Projects  
SHAMANA Sourcing is Your Ultimate Destination for Hotel and Restaurant Projects

At SHAMANA Sourcing, we offer a comprehensive one-stop solution for hotel and restaurant projects, drawing upon
our extensive expertise in this field to deliver unparalleled service and satisfaction.

With a wealth of experience backing our reputation, we stand as the ideal supplier for design projects, providing an
array of premium products including furniture, restaurant tables, chairs, conference hall essentials, stainless steel
tables, outdoor terrace furnishings, and much more.

Our commitment to excellence is reflected in every aspect of our offerings, ensuring that each item is meticulously
selected and crafted to meet the highest standards of quality, durability, and aesthetics.

Whether you're envisioning a contemporary dining space, an inviting conference area, or a charming outdoor
terrace, SHAMANA Sourcing has the solutions to bring your vision to life.

Elevate your hotel or restaurant project with SHAMANA Sourcing and experience the difference that our expertise and
dedication can make.

SHAMANA

Yosha

Smart Sourcing
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Dongguan SHAMANA Trade Co., Ltd.
 

HQ: RM 2001, Bld. 6, Huixing Commercial Center, No.1 Dongsheng
Rd., Middle Shandong, Shilong, Dongguan, Guangdong 523320

Branch office/warehouse: No.79-81 XingHu West Rd, HuShan New
Business Village, ShiWan, Huizhou, Guangdong - China 516127

Tel: +86 400 800 7103 (China)  
VoIP: +4 031 2295860 (Romania)

E-mail:  office@shamana-china.com
web: www.shamana-china.com /  www.horomatech.com
Licence Number:  91441900MA4WN5MJ8Y

Unlock your China Premium Experience!


